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Objective: 

The GDSC team of Gandhinagar Institute of Technology organized Orientation 

Program for all the engineering students on 9th Sept 2022 with the objective of making 

them familiar with (Google Developer Student Clubs). Main focus of this event was to 

make the students understand; 

•  What is GDSC? 

•  How is GDSC beneficial to engineering students. 

•  How to be a part of it. 

•  Various skills they can learn as a part of GDSC  

 

Introduction: 

The introductory session was conducted online on 9th September 2022. The students 

were welcomed by the event host, Prutha Bhatt. They were then asked some technical 

questions that kept all the participants engaged, while the remaining joined in. Prutha 

then introducted the GDSC team lead, Harsh Peshwani who then explained 'What 

GDSC is?', the 3 benefits that one could receieve as a part of GDSC which were; 

1. Connections 

2. Knowledge 

3. Growth 

Connections included meeting different students with diverse backgrounds and 

technical skills at the University. 

Knowledge included a range of technical topics and new skills that the students could 

learn through hands-on workshops, events and project building activites, both online 

and in person. 

Growth included how they could apply the skills they have learnt and advance their 

career and network by helping each other. 

The difference between 'Core team and facilitators' was explained to the students after 

which the core team was introducted which had 'Harsh Peshwani' Leading the GDSC, 

'Kawa Viraj' the Co-lead, 'Milin Parmar' - Cyber Security team lead, 'Nayan Modi' - 

AI/ML Lead, 'Dhyani Desai' - Competitive Programing Team Lead, 'Meet Kataria' - 

DSA team lead, 'Anish Karnik' - Event Management and Hosting Team Lead and 

'Prof. Mitul Maniar' - Faculty Coordinator. The host for the Event 'Prutha Bhatt' was 

then introducted. The core team members described their roles and job in short. 



Upcoming events were then shown to the students which included DSA sessions, ML 

sessions, Hacktoberfest, Web Development sessions, Andriod Study jams and many 

more. Harsh Peshwani then introducted the chief guest Param Radadiya a 4th Year CE 

student at GECG who had lead GDSC in 2021 at his College and Founder, Ex-

President, Senior student advisor @Club IDE. 

Param then told an intriguing story to the students that showed how there are various 

sources of knowledge around us, but how GDSC is special and provides more than just 

knowledge to students. He then mentioned some benefits that students would get like 

awesome swags on completing milestones & participating in events, taking one's 

resume to next level, access to google developer resources and opportunities for free 

and more. Further on he shared a glimpse of 20 + events that he conducted as a part of 

GDSC at his premise and shared his experience. Lastly he wished best of luck to the 

Core team and students at GIT. At the end of session a QnA was arranged for the 

attendees which helped them clear any queries they had related to GDSC. 
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Introductory GDSC session 

 

 
 

 

Chief Guest explaining the benefits of joining GDSC 
 



 

 

Chief Guest Sharing his experience 

 
 

 

 

 

 


